
USER GUIDE

IMPORTANT: Please read all procedures and precautions before installing and 
using the Ironman 4x4 Instant Awning. If you have any questions please contact 

our customer service department listed on the back of the user guide.

2.0m (wide) x 2.5m (out) 
2.5m (wide) x 2.0m (out) 
1.4m (wide) x 2.0m (out)

INSTANT AWNING

THIS USER GUIDE ALSO INCLUDES 

INSTALLATION & SETUP FOR OPTIONAL 

IRONMAN 4X4 ROOM ENCLOSURE 

& MOSQUITO NET

ROOM ENCLOSURE

MOSQUITO NET
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Thank you for purchasing an Ironman 4x4 Instant Awning.
Your Ironman 4x4 Instant Awning is designed to fit a variety of different roof rack styles. The 
following User Guide will help you adapt your new Instant Awning to suit your application.

INSTALLATION

   IMPORTANT:  Before mounting your Instant Awning make sure that it clears the 
door openings, lift up tailgate, aerials or other obstructions on the vehicle.

s� �)NSERT�BOLT�HEADS�INTO�THE�SLOTS�IN�THE�ALUMINIUM�EXTRUSION�

 NOTE:  Your Instant Awning can be mounted directly to the side of a roof cage by simply drilling four 
6.5mm holes into the side supports and attaching using the bolts and nyloc nuts supplied. 
Alternatively, you can use the supplied ‘L’ brackets and mounting hardware in the various 
configurations shown below.
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   IMPORTANT: In some cases, 6.5mm holes will need to be drilled to attach brackets.

INSTALLATION

s� �4HE�AWNING�CAN�NOW�BE�ATTACHED�TO�A�ROOF�RACK�OR�ROOF�BAR�AS�SHOWN�IN�THE�FOLLOWING�DIAGRAMS�
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AWNING SETUP

1. Unzip the weather resistant awning cover.

2. Unbuckle all awning retaining straps.

3.  Lift awning to reveal the two extendable poles and pull out 
to either side of awning.

4. Unroll awning.
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AWNING SETUP

5.  Whilst supporting the centre of the awning, disengage the 
two vertical poles. Twist lower section to extend and lock 
into position at desired height.

6.  Twist and extend horizontal poles. Insert end pin into hole 
as shown. Pull tight and twist to lock. Repeat for other side.

7.  Attach all Velcro straps around horizontal poles as shown.

8.  Although the Ironman 4x4 Instant Awning can be free-
standing, it is recommended that you use the supplied guy 
ropes and pegs to secure the awning in potentially windy 
conditions.

s� 4O�PACK�UP�YOUR�)RONMAN��X��)NSTANT�!WNING��REVERSE�SETUP�PROCEDURE�

s� 7HEN�REPACKING�AWNING��BE�SURE�TO�ROLL�THE�MATERIAL�UNDERNEATH�ITSELF�
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CARE & MAINTENANCE

ROOM ENCLOSURE SETUP (OPTIONAL)

s� �)F�YOUR�AWNING�HAS�BEEN�PACKED�UP�WET�OR�HAS�BECOME�DAMP��WE�RECOMMEND�THAT�IT�BE�AIRED�OUT�TO�PREVENT�
staining of the material.

s� �)F�YOUR�AWNING�REQUIRES�CLEANING��WE�RECOMMEND�TO�USE�LUKE�WARM�SOAPY�WATER�AND�A�CLEAN�SPONGE�TO�WIPE�DOWN�
the material.
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1.  Slide attached sail track into aluminium extrusion 
as shown.

2.  Attach all plastic clips to horizontal poles on awning.

3.  Slide detachable sail track into the outer aluminium 
extrusion and engage zip to room enclosure.

   NOTE:  The Room Enclosure has a sail track attachment at both ends. One is detachable 
by zip, the other is permenantly attached to the walls.  We recommend to remove 
the detatchable sail track before you begin.
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ROOM ENCLOSURE SETUP (OPTIONAL)
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4.  Attach plastic clips to vertical poles.

5.  Zip floor into the room.

��� �0EG�WALLS�IF�REQUIRED�
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MOSQUITO NET SETUP (OPTIONAL)
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1. Slide attached sail track into aluminium extrusion as shown.

2.  Attach all plastic clips to horizontal poles on awning.

3.  Slide detachable sail track into the outer aluminium 
EXTRUSION�AND�ENGAGE�ZIP�TO�MOSQUITO�NET�

4.  Attach plastic clips to vertical poles and peg corners to 
GROUND�IF�REQUIRED�

   NOTE: �4HE�-OSQUITO�.ET�HAS�A�SAIL�TRACK�ATTACHMENT�AT�BOTH�ENDS��/NE�IS�DETACHABLE�BY�
zip, the other is permenantly attached to the netting.  We recommend to remove 
the detatchable sail track before you begin.
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WARRANTY TERMS & CONDITIONS
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Ironman 4x4 will provide warranty to the original purchaser and only the original 
purchaser of the Ironman product under the following conditions;

 Ironman 4x4 will warrant against manufacturing faults and defects in material and 
workmanship for a period of 12 months from original purchase date.

To obtain warranty, Ironman 4x4 or an authorised agent there of must be provided with 
proof of purchase. This warranty does not cover the removal or re-installation of the 
product.

Ironman 4x4 reserves the right, at its option, to repair, replace or refund the purchase 
price of a faulty or defective product or its components if returned to the place of 
purchase during the warranty period.

When returning a product for warranty assessment it must be accompanied with the 
customers name, address, contact phone number, a clear description of the fault and a 
copy of the original sales receipt detailing the date of purchase.  

This warranty does not apply to damage due to accident, misuse, abuse, misapplication, 
collision, modification, improper installation or lack of improper maintenance. 
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Sales & service world wide

www.ironman4x4.com
LOCAL CALL 1300 731 137
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